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Refugees Rescued by a Story of Suffering 
You’ve seen them, the migrants in Eastern Europe, really refugees.  Ragged, 

starving, desperate.  When they’re interviewed, all they can talk about is their fear of being “rounded 
up,” rather than being allowed to “resettle.”  That’s what’s pictured in Isaiah 50 (read it, esp. Isaiah 
50:1-10).  Refugee Jews, flushed from their homeland.  They complained, “God has sold us out.” But 
God rightly points out, “No, you brought this upon yourself by not following me as you should.” 
 
God's Word in Isaiah is meant to help us recognize the same thing about ourselves.  At times we’re 
shocked, “I’m a believer, a faithful follower of God, why did this happen to me?”  But we realize, “I 
might have been in church, but I wasn't really listening.  I might have been doing the right thing, but 
my heart wasn’t in it.  And now I'm paying the consequences."  Even worse.  We begin to feel like 
refugees.  Like we're on our own, even desperate for help.  We don't trust that our Shepherd God is 
close and that he's still there to lead us, especially with what we’re facing.   
 
It's time to “fear” and “follow.”  No, not be “afraid of what will happen, and for that reason, do our 
best to follow God’s ways.”  “Fear” here means “have great respect for,” and for that reason, 
“follow.”  “Fear and follow” what?  Isaiah told the refugees of his time, like he does us  “Who among 
you fears  the Lord and obeys (we could translate “follows”) the word about his servant? . . . Trust in 
the name of the Lord (that is, trust in his counsel to “fear and follow the word about his servant”).   
 
That must have  sounded so strange to the refugees of Isaiah’s time.  Simply fear and follow a story 
about one of God’s “servants,” and that would rescue them?  Yes.  Think of it like an “inspirational 
story.”  A personal account of heroic bravery, that others find strength and courage in.  This was a 
powerful story, one of God’s suffering servant Jesus.  700 years before it happened, Isaiah prophesied 
about his perfect and saving courage.  Facing a “hanging court” and condemned to die without 
evidence.  Brutally beaten and nailed to a cross.  Even allowed to die that way by God his Father.  But 
in going through it all, he provided “story of rescue” to bring us through whatever we face. 
 
His story is our rescue, God’s salvation, from all the evils we face.  Hearing and applying how he “set 
his face like flint” against his trials, gives us “flint-like faith.”  It stands strong in trials.  Hearing and 
applying how his commitment to his Father brought “vindication,” gives us “vindication.”  It's God’s 
vindication of “not guilty” of all our refusals to follow God.  It’s God’s verdict "we’re forgiven” and 
that “God’s for us now.”   Let God lead you.  Help "get him out front" for your family and 
friends.  "Fear" (respect how he leads us) & follow” the story of Jesus in the Bible (like we do at Good 
Shepherd every week).  Then you can trust he’ll lead you through your darkness in powerful & saving 
ways.   
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